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How does the grid work?
PG&E’s energy grid is designed to deliver safe, reliable, affordable and clean energy
to customers throughout our service area. The graph below shows how energy moves
through the system to your home or business.

1 POWER GENERATION
Once electricity is generated,
a transmission substation
converts the electricity to high
voltage so it can be efficiently
carried over long distances.

3 SUBSTATION
As electricity approaches
the region where it will be
used, substations lower
the electricity’s voltage so
it can be safely delivered to
homes and businesses.
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Continued Community Input Sought During
Second Series of Open Houses
What is Northern
San Joaquin
Power Connect?
Northern San Joaquin Power
Connect is a proposed
infrastructure project that
will provide increased

electric reliability for more
than 50,000 homes and
businesses in the northern
portion of San Joaquin
County, including Stockton,

2 TRANSMISSION SYSTEM AND LINES
Transmission lines move high-voltage electricity
across the state and regions. High voltage
lines create a direct connection to
generation and deliver power
more efficiently.

4 DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Distribution lines carry electricity at lower voltages
and safely deliver it to homes and businesses.
Customers with solar or renewable energy systems
also put electricity back onto the local grid using the
same distribution system.

Lodi, Lockeford, Victor,
Acampo and Thornton. The
project will include building
new 230 kV high-capacity
transmission lines to connect
PG&E’s existing Lockeford
and 8 Mile substations
with Lodi Electric Utility’s
existing Industrial Substation.
Upgrades will also be made to
these substations.

In June 2016, the Northern San Joaquin Power Connect team held a series of open houses
to share potential transmission line corridors for the project with the community. Twenty
corridor segments were presented for review and attendees were encouraged to identify
opportunities and constraints within these areas to help determine potential routes for
the new lines.
Four meetings were held in Lockeford, Lodi and Stockton, attracting an engaged group
of community members. Attendees were provided with large-scale printed maps and an
interactive digital map. The large-scale maps demonstrated how the potential corridors
are positioned within the project
study area and surrounding
areas, while the interactive map
allowed for a more detailed
look at the potential corridors.
Attendees were encouraged to
leave comments and specific
mark-ups on the printed maps
and submit written feedback
with their recommendations.
Image Placeholder
“We received invaluable
feedback during the open house
series that will allow our team
to better plan the Northern San
Joaquin Power Connect project.
Continued inside >>>

Enhancements to the local energy grid will help ensure future reliability
for local industries and residents.

Community Outreach

Are You Ready?

Continued from front

Prepare your family for an emergency situation
Local residents provided insight into existing uses and
suggestions for potential routes. With the community’s input, our
team is better positioned to move this project forward,” said Dave
Meier, senior manager of PG&E’s Stockton Division.

In the event of extreme weather, a natural disaster or another
potentially dangerous event, ensure your family has a plan and
knows how to implement it.

With information gleaned from the community, the project
team will now move toward identifying potential routes for
the transmission lines, which will then be presented to the
community for feedback at another round of open houses this fall.

Prepare and Practice Your Plan

PG&E’s Commitment to
Designing an Environmentally
Conscious Project

PG&E will continue to engage with the community throughout
the development of Northern San Joaquin Power Connect.
These open houses were part of Phase 2 of PG&E’s three-phase
outreach program and follow a series of public meetings held
last December during which the project and the study area were
initially introduced.

As the Northern San Joaquin Power Connect project
team continues its work to define the parameters of the
project, including its routing and design, at the forefront
of this work is a commitment to avoiding and minimizing
environmental impacts to the greatest extent possible.
This is being done through a series of environmental
assessments, which include research and field studies,
and meetings with the community and stakeholders.

In addition to the open houses, the project team has held
numerous stakeholder meetings, participated in community
events and developed an interactive project website to provide the
community with multiple avenues for engaging in the project.

The work that has
been done to this
point, including
identification of
potential corridors, is
based on findings from
these analyses. The
potential transmission
line corridors were
selected based on a
stringent set of criteria
related to existing
resources, including

Those interested in learning more about Northern San Joaquin
Power Connect or submitting comments may visit the project
website at pge.com/northernsanjoaquinpc at any time.
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Northern San Joaquin Power
Connect includes enhancements
to existing substations and the
construction of new 230 kV highcapacity transmission lines to
help accommodate the region’s
growing energy demands. Following
extensive research, field reviews and
community input, the project team
has identified potential corridors
for the new transmission lines,
which were recently shared with the
community. These potential corridors
consist of 20 individual segments
through which lines may potentially
be routed. Corridor segments have
been numbered and labeled to
allow for the public to easily provide
feedback on any specific segment.
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The above map shows the potential transmission line corridors and where they are
located within the project study area.

PG&E’s goal is to select
routes that are capable
of accommodating the
new transmission lines
while minimizing impacts
to surrounding residents,
farms, businesses
and environmental
resources to the greatest
extent possible.

Identify escape routes

Avoid use of
appliances and
electronics during
an evacuation

Plan for pet care

Identify
meeting points

Practice,
practice, practice

Evaluate Your Home

Familiarize yourself
with main electric
and gas valves

Learn how to
manually operate
barriers, such as
garage doors

Maintain working
smoke alarms

Know how to operate
fire extinguishers

Ensure generators
are in working order

Create an emergency
kit with one
week’s supplies

• Conflicts with established land uses;
• Impacts to agricultural uses, such
as vineyards and orchards;
• Impacts to biological, cultural and
visual resources; and
• Constructability and engineering conflicts,
among other factors.
Following PG&E’s initial assessment and
recommendation of a proposed project and alternatives,
which is expected to be completed in late 2017, further
environmental review will be undertaken by the
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) pursuant
to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA),
which requires an evaluation of the potential impacts of
the project on a wide range of environmental issues.
Each step of the way, there will be opportunities for the
public to review and weigh in on the findings related
to the project. Together, we will ensure Northern
San Joaquin Power Connect provides needed energy
reliability in a manner that accounts for and respects
the surrounding environment.
Learn more at pge.com/northernsanjoaquinpc or by calling 1-888-743-1175 or emailing northernsanjoaquinpc@pge.com.

